
LASIK® vs. Contacts

Better Vision For Life is a publication 
geared toward those interested in LASIK® 
Vision Correction at the Campbell 
Cunningham Laser Center. Here, we 
share stories of patients describing their 
experience before, during and after this 
life-changing procedure. Information 
about new technology, insurance 
discounts and �nancing in order to 
help LASIK be part of your life is included 
as well. We hope you enjoy reading our 
publication and please feel free to 
contact us if you have any questions.

Are You A Candidate For LASIK®?

Find out now! Simply visit our website at
www.cclceyes.com/am-I-a-candidate 
and �ll out the short questionnaire. Our 
sta� will review and will send you an 
answer within two working days. 

To Schedule A Free Consultation,
Call:  (865) 588-EYES

Find out if you are a candidate for LASIK 
Vision Correction with a FREE private 
consultation. You will learn about the 
procedure, tour the facility and �nd 
out about our 24-month, same-as-cash 
�nancing options. We look forward 
to seeing you!

For most contact lens wearers, comfort is a huge 
and ongoing issue. If you’ve just spent another 
Fall in East Tennessee �ghting seasonal allergies 
and trying to keep your contacts clear of pollen 
and dust, you may be ready to think about 
LASIK® vision correction. LASIK is often the 
choice for people who are tired of wearing 
contact lens or who have trouble with contacts.

Local sports radio host Tony Basilio is a frequent guest at 
the Campbell Cunningham Laser Center. But not for 
glasses or contacts. “I remember how brutal those contact 
lenses were. Especially during allergy season! Now, I don’t 
have to worry about those things thanks to the LASIK 
procedure at the Campbell Cunningham Laser Center.”

“I remember waking up that next day and being able to 
see. Really see. I’m somebody who wore glasses everyday 
since I was…six? So, you have to understand. It was a 
revelation!”
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For many people, LASIK can reduce or eliminate the need for corrective 
lenses by re-shaping the cornea to improve vision. Here are just a few of 
the reasons why people choose LASIK over contacts.

Comfort 
For some people, simply placing contact lenses in the eyes or removing 
them can be an ordeal. LASIK vision correction can provide relief from that 
issue.

Correction
For many patients, LASIK can provide better vision correction than contact 
lenses, especially for those who require specialty lenses or contacts. 

Cost
Over time, the cost of contact lenses, eye examinations, and treatment 
supplies can add up. LASIK vision correction, while more expensive initially, 
can be a better investment in your vision long-term.

Read the full article HERE.
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Tony Basilio

Basilio always relates his experiences to sports: “I remember looking at the checker-
board end zone at Neyland Stadium and thinking that that’s what they’re 
supposed to look like. Incredible!”


